Dynamic contrast-enhanced MR imaging measurement of vertebral bone marrow perfusion may be indicator of outcome of acute myeloid leukemia patients in remission.
To examine whether dynamic contrast material-enhanced (DCE) magnetic resonance (MR) imaging measurement of bone marrow perfusion in acute myeloid leukemia (AML) patients in complete remission (CR) is associated with outcome and survival. After institutional review board approval and informed consent were obtained, from September 2004 to October 2007, 51 patients (29 women, 22 men; mean age, 43.5 years; range, 17-66 years) agreed to undergo DCE MR imaging to assess bone marrow perfusion, among 96 patients with newly diagnosed de novo AML who had received induction chemotherapy and achieved CR. Two semiquantitative parameters (peak and slope) and another three quantitative parameters (amplitude, K(ep) [efflux rate constant], and K(el) [elimination rate constant]) were calculated. Overall survival (OS) and relapse-free survival (RFS) were assessed with the Kaplan-Meier model, while differences between patient groups with high and low DCE MR imaging parameter values were assessed by using the two-sided log-rank test. The median follow-up was 25.9 months. Univariate analysis results showed that high values of peak (≥0.42), slope (≥0.0235), amplitude (≥0.03), and K(ep) (≥0.0082) were associated with shorter OS (P = .004, 0.01, 0.034, and 0.026, respectively). Besides, a high value of K(ep) was also associated with shorter RFS (P = .008). When age, sex, and initial karyotype at diagnosis were included in multivariate Cox proportional hazards analysis, the results showed that only K(ep), but not other DCE MR imaging parameters, was an independent factor for OS (relative risk [RR], 30.305; P = .021) and RFS (RR, 6.477; P = .009). Bone marrow perfusion measured with DCE MR imaging in AML patients in CR can be an indicator of outcome and survival. K(ep) measured with kinetic modeling was useful and significantly associated with RFS, while heuristic parameters (peak and slope) were not.